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HUMAN SECURITY

Time: 2 Hours ] [  Maximum Marks: 50

Note: Answer any five questions, selecting at least two questions from each section. All questions carry
equal marks.

June – 2023
(Solved)

SECTION-I
Q. 1. What do you mean by Human Security?

Explain its scope and significance.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-1, Page No. 1,

‘Introduction’ and Page No. 4, ‘Scope and Significance
of Human Security’.

Q. 2. Explain the genesis and evolution of the
concept of human rights.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-2, Page No. 13, ‘Evolution
of Human Rights’.

Q. 3. “The best practice of human security is
founded on the notion of freedom from want and
freedom from fear.” Discuss.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-3, Page No. 25, ‘Freedom
from Fear vs. Freedom from Want and Beyond’.

Q. 4. Explain the major dimensions of violence.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-5, Page No. 42,

‘Dimensions of Violence’.
Q. 5. What is terrorism? Discuss the various

forms of terrorism.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-7, Page No. 57, ‘Defining

Terrorism’.
Also Add: Terrorism has various strands and each

of them differs with regard to objectives, strategies,
targeting patterns, tactical tendencies, operational areas
and operational codes. Terrorism with ideological
underpinnings–anarchist terrorism, left-wing terrorism,
right-wing terrorism and ethno-nationalistic/separatist
terrorism are briefly discussed below:

Firstly, Anarchist Terrorism which originated
from the 19th century’ idea of anarchism believe that
the government/state is ‘unnecessary and harmful’.
They resort to violence employing the strategy of ‘the
propaganda by the deed’.

Secondly, Left-wing Terrorism is extremely
radical as it intends to bring about political change from
a capitalist status quo to Marxist, Leninist, Maoist,
Trotskyist, Communist or any other socialist style of
government. The Baader-Meinh in West Germany,
Italian Red Brigades, Weather Underground and
Symbonese Liberation Army of the US, Naxals in India,
Communist Party (Maoist) of Nepal are some examples
of left-wing terrorism.

The New-left Terrorism emerged after the
dissolution of the Soviet Union. It mainly consists of a
loosely organised cadre. This form of violence ranges
from radical environmentalism, anarchism and anti-
globalism.

Another ideologically motivated terrorism is the
Right-Wing Terrorism which includes acts of violence
perpetrated by outlawed groups that do not seek a social
revolution. As a means to express and advance their
political goals, they resort to violence.

These groups utilise policies of Xenophobia,
racism, anti-semitism and conservatism. Sturmab-
teilungen in Weimar Germany, Ku Klux Klan of 1930s,
Neo-Nazis and skinheads in Europe, Patriot Movement
groups of the US and Neo-Fascism in post-war Italy
are examples of right-wing terrorism.

Finally, the fourth form of terrorism is that of
Ethno-Nationalist/Separatist Terrorism. It is mainly
based on disagreements and dissidence among ethnic
and national communities. It seeks to establish
autonomy, self-determination or even complete
independence from the existing political order. Chechen
separatists in Russia resorted to this form of terrorism.
Spatial Dimensions of Terrorism

Spatially terrorism can be Domestic and
International. Domestic is located in the host country
and its organisation, victims and targets too include of
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the host country. The international form differs from
the domestic with regard to its spatial dimensions,
membership, victims, finance and related logistical

support.
SECTION-II

Q. 6. Elucidate the relationship between
economic development and global warming. How
does it threat human existence?

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-8, Page No. 64,
‘Development and Global Warming’.

Q. 7. “Food security is key to human security.”
Discuss.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-9, Page No. 73,
‘Introduction’ and ‘Food Security and Its Significance’.

Q. 8. Discuss the problems encountered by the
labourers working in the unorganized sector in
India.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-10, Page No. 84,
‘Problems of Rural Labour’ and Page No. 87, ‘Problems
of Urban Unorganised Labour’.

Q. 9. Discuss the various strategies for
empowerment of women in India.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-11, Page No. 93,
‘Empowering Marginalised Women’.

Q. 10. Explain the key dimensions of the
Gandhian approach to International Cooperation.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-12, Page No. 107,
‘Gandhian Precepts for International Cooperation’.
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The security of an individual or a group of people
is called human security. It implies safety for a person
or a community from physical attacks by others. An
individual needs security to live, work and develop.
Security became more relevant with the development
of power and relations between individuals and
communities. The concept has existed since the Habeas
Corpus (1679) and Bill of Rights (1689) that aimed at
protecting a person and provided him the right of
petition and the right to individual freedom. For a state,
the concept of security is related to its territory. Security
of a state has been given priority to that of an individual.
Individual freedom, dignity and rights as part of the
security concept has however seen paradigmatic
changes in the last few decades. In this chapter, we
will study the evolution of human security, the scope
of its application and its significance for the welfare of
the disadvantaged sections.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT
OF HUMAN SECURITY

The root of security of individual and nation is
sovereignty. The state security is ensured when its
sovereignty is ensured and enforced. Promoting state
thus means securing the security of citizens. If a state
is secure then its citizens will be secure. Securing the
elements of the state secures a state. This security covers
people in the state’s territory and protects the state’s
frontiers. It secures both territorial integrity and its
security. Security protects people from external threats.

State invests for the development of people and
undertakes the responsibility of protection of
sovereignty. Territorial development, including the
infrastructure in the state, ensures the development of
the country.
Shift to ‘People-centered’ Concept

The shift to people-centred security happened after
the Second World War and subsequent deliberations
in various UN-based conferences pointed out the
limitations of a state sovereignty-based security.
Emphasis on human security and human right led the
United Nations General Assembly to adopt the
‘Universal Declaration on Human Rights’ on 10th
December, 1948 with an aim to safeguard people’s
rights and protecting them in various ways to ensure a
good life for the people.

The General Assembly proclaims that the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights as a common
standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations.
Member-states and people under their jurisdiction shall
promote respect for these rights and freedoms.

These human rights have become more valid
universally and strengthened as time passes. States
however have significant role in the implementation
of these rights and the international community can do
little when these rights get violated. The 1993 UN
Conference on Human Rights at Vienna discussed the
rights underwent extensively.

The Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action
adopted on June 25, 1993 states that it is affirmed that
all states are committed to promote universal respect
for, and observance and protection of, all human rights
and fundamental freedoms for all according to the
Charter of the United Nations, other instruments
relating to human rights and international law.

Defining Human Security
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It also highlights that of cooperation among nations
is essential for the achievement of the purposes of the
United Nations in the field of human rights. It also states
that human rights and fundamental freedoms are the
birth right of all human beings and their protection and
promotion is the first responsibility of the governments.

In his address to the Nation in 1941, US President
Franklin D. Roosevelt outlined four essential freedoms:
(i) Freedom of speech and expression, (ii) Freedom of
every person to worship God, (iii) Freedom from want
or economic understandings that will secure to every
nation a healthy peace-time life for its inhabitants, and
(iv) Freedom from fear on a world-wide

Reduction of armaments to such a point no nation
would be able to commit an act of physical aggression
against any neighbour. He stated that the world should
be founded upon these four essential human freedoms.
He wanted these to be achieved in the immediate future,
“In our own time and generation.” Human rights have
got more importance. Numerous international
standards, procedures, institutions have been
established to uphold and promote human rights.
Tackling the issue like food security can further promote
human security.
Human Rights Approach to Development
and Security

In human rights approach to development and
security, development policies were made equitable and
purposive with the human rights touch. The United
Nations advocated intensively the human rights
approach. In this approach, development is not just an
economic phenomenon, but other dimensions like
social, cultural, civil, political and psychological are
also taken into account.

Human rights approach to development promotes
human security. For example, right to basic education
ensures that everybody achieves some knowledge that
may enable him to earn a living and thus offers security.
This approach leads to a balanced and integrated
societal development ensuring human security.
Institutions like the UNDP which advocate of human
development stimulates balanced development by
focusing on conditions like observance of human rights
and equity. For example, the human rights approach
demands that project-affected people are properly
compensated and rehabilitated so that development of
the areas includes them and their families. It also takes
up the issues of labour exploitation and of gender
discrimination. It helps developmental agencies in
planning and promoting a more holistic development

protecting the vulnerable sections of the society. It
ensures welfare of the society.
Modern Concept of Human Security

In 1990s, especially after the Cold War ended, it
was realised that the human rights approach should be
reinforced with developmental measures and security
of the people all over the globe. It was believed that
people-centred security was essential for national,
regional and global stability. Security should
accommodate human welfare, especially the
development of poor, marginalised and disadvantaged
sections. Human security should cover human
development, international relations, strategic studies
and human rights. Keeping this in view, the UNDP’s
1994 Human Development Report highlighted the need
for human security to fight global insecurities affecting
people, especially the poor and disadvantaged.

The HDR 1994 mentioned the need for the human
security and its operationalisation. It also introduced
the concept of ‘Sustainable Human Development’. It
highlighted that human security can lead to global
peace. It also warned that future conflicts may often be
within a nation rather than between them because of
growing socio-economic inequalities and Deprivation.
It suggested that ‘Sustainable Human Development’ can
satisfy the expanding frontiers of the human security.
Job security, income security, health security,
environmental security, and security from crime can
ensure human security across the globe.

The report also mentions that the battle for peace
will be fought on two fronts: On the security front where
victory leads to ‘freedom from fear’; second is the
economic and social front where victory means
‘freedom from wants’. Over the time, attention however
has become more on the freedom from fear.
CONTEMPORARY VIEWS

The UNDP HDR 1994 has the modern views of
human security. The International Commission on
Intervention and Sovereignty holds human security as
significant for national and international institutions,
particularly because the United Nations believes
ensuring human security as its cardinal mission.

Lyal S. Soonga advocates a concept of human
security should involve international human rights law,
humanitarian law, criminal law, refugee law and all legal
norms. King and Murray emphasises on human security
measures in terms of ‘Years lived outside a state of
generalized poverty’.

Human security is also considered as a pre-
condition of human development. Some view it in broad
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terms covering basic material needs as well as
democratic practice and human dignity.
Working Definition of Human Security

Sabina Alkire states that human security means
safeguarding the vital core of all human lives from
critical pervasive threats for long-term human
fulfilment.

The working definition states that human security
maintains its focus on:

(i) Poverty and Violence
(ii) People-Centric Nature
(iii) Multi-dimensionality
(iv) Protecting people against cultural and

pervasive threats, and
(v) Specific objective with operational policies and

projects by principled procedures.
To explain this further:
1. Human security safeguards human lives from

the threat of violent conflicts, diseases etc., through
institutionalised protection. Institutions should act in
such a way that does not threaten human security. Its
focus is more on human beings than on threat.

2. Human security focuses only some vital core
activities such as building capabilities among people
to fulfil their basic needs, enabling them to enjoy
fundamental human rights.

3. Human security is ‘people-centered’ and
concerned with people irrespective of age, sex, race
and religion.

4. Human security focuses on human lives and their
protection from critical threats that affect basic human
life and pervasive threats which have major impact on
human beings such as diseases and epidemics. These
threats may be direct like rioting or pollution or indirect
like distorted investment. Human security identifies
such threats and aims for peoples’ welfare.

5. Human security works towards human
satisfaction even as its focus is only on selected human
aspects of human development and human rights.
Activities promoting human security should lead to
people’s long-term good. Governance process, or
participation and capacity building are important but
should not undermine public good.

6. Human security ensures security in individual
societies and countries, cumulatively at global level.

7. For a country like India, human security is
significant because of chronic problems like poverty,
unemployment, inequality, malnutrition and
underdevelopment. Human development in India leads

to economic development as well as human
development.
Contribution of Mahbub-ul-Haq

In his important work on human development,
Mahbub-ul-Haq outlines human security. He states that
the classical economy focuses on all society and not
just the economy, but after Second World War, the
emphasis was on economic growth. It led to high
growth but not improved lives. The structural
adjustment programmes also adversely affected poor
and other marginalised sections. Haq’s Human
Development Report in 1990 thus turned out to a
cherished annual report on human development and
policy prescriptions. The HDR 1994 mentioned human
security as an alternative to the prevailing obsession
with economic growth and Gross Domestic Product
(GDP).

The Report pointed out that human security is not
limited to GDP or individual countries or economies
since poverty cannot be stopped at national boundaries.
It suggested that new and recent issues of human
security more upstream than downstream should be
tackled. For example, focus should be on the
prevention of AIDS and HIV instead of emphasising
on the disease for long-term benefits for the society.

With the change in the dimension of human
security, the world looked for a new development
paradigm and new policies with special focus on
developing countries. Human Development Index
(HDI) was developed to measure human development.
The index covered variables such as life expectancy,
education and income.

Dr. Haq highlighted that in several developing
countries imported arms much more even as, their
income was a small share of world income. Several
African and Islamic countries also ranked very low in
the Human Development Index.

Dr.Haq stated that the concept of security should
change dramatically if life has to be sustainable as the
world entered in a new era. He spotlighted that security
should be interpreted as security of people and security
is sought to be achieved through development.

For Dr.Haq, human security is universal, global,
and indivisible. He suggested the following five steps
to achieve human security:

(a) Human security should be based on equity and
must become the paradigm.

(b) Human security should move from arms
security and activities should focus on social welfare.
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(c) North and South countries have to partner for
a new framework of development.

(d) A new framework of global governance is
needed.

(e) Countries put efforts to create a global civil
society.

Dr.Haq’s thinking, philosophy and policy
suggestions can be considered as a Gandhian approach
to human security.
Juan Somavia’s ‘Peoples’ Security’

Juan Somavia used ‘peoples’ security’ for human
security. He defined human security as organizing
principle for international relations and operationalise
that change. He pointed out present concept of security
is people-centred. He discussed security in the South
American context. Somavia’s analysis of security has
the following common principles:

(i) Security based on the insecurity of others does
not last long.

(ii) Building up of arms does not lead to more
confidence. It leads to more distrust.

(iii) Security covers economic, social, cultural,
environmental and other aspects. It is not a strategic or
military question, and

(iv) Human security is as important as the security
of the state.

He asserted that the objective of a security policy
is to reduce insecurity and for that the origin of
insecurity has to be explored. He suggested the
following three perceptions of sources of security:

(i) Poverty is the first source of insecurity. It
produces insecurity all across the society. Besides,
marginalisation, destitution, the resulting social tension,
violence, armed struggle and terrorism are all sources
of insecurity.

(ii) Instable political system is the second source
of insecurity, and

(iii)  Economic uncertainties of unemployment and
low income is the third source of insecurity.

Somavia pointed out that narcotics in some South
American countries was leading to more money
laundering and corruption. He also highlighted political
and economic uncertainties. According to him, in the
economy people are just aggregates for the market and
in politics we are people. Human rights have introduced
a process of humanisation of politics. But this is related
to the dehumanisation of the economy through
uncertainties.

The combination of these two situations is
extremely explosive and United Nations’  Attention is
required into it.
Amartya Sen’s View

Amartya Sen, who won the Nobel Prize in 1998
for his contribution to welfare economics  ̧highlighted
food security as an important part of human security.
He stated that what a person can enjoy in terms of goods
and services at his command is his entitlement which
mainly depends on how much he is endowed with. In
this sense, poor have very little endowments.

He suggested that capabilities creating functional
abilities among poor can be developed to boost human
security since it can help them in having better
entitlements and better life. Measures like regular
assured food entitlements and control of inflation can
improve human security. He stated that social security
can prevent deprivation and vulnerability. The activities
which help poor and disadvantaged sections and raise
their entitlements and capabilities should be
appreciated.
Gandhi’s Views

Mahatma Gandhi had not used ‘Human Security’
perhaps because at that time the problems of poverty
and inequalities were considered as economic problems
and not as security issues. Terrorism and violence were
considered as internal security issues. But Gandhi’s
views on society, politics and economics show that he
would have welcomed the concept.

Gandhi was against monopoly and privilege. He
also identified himself with the humanity. He considered
all–rich and poor—as equal. He was also for equality
of wages. His view was that production should be
determined by social necessity and not by personal
greed. He was for dignity of labour and pleaded for
universal education. He believed in trusteeship principle
and advocated ‘Sarvodaya’ and ‘Antyodaya’ meaning
‘development of all and development of the poorest’.
He believed in ‘plain living and high thinking’.
SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF HUMAN
SECURITY

Human security covers several areas of human life
and endeavours. According to Dr. Mahbub-ul-Haq,
human security should include threats and insecurities
in the seven areas given below:

(i) Economic Security: It is the right to basic
minimum income and productive work.

Economic insecurity can lead to political tensions
and violence. About one fourths of the population
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